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Abstract Mistletoe extract (ME) is applied as an adjuvant treatment in cancer therapy in thousands of patients
each year in Europe. The main immunostimulating component of mistletoe extract, mistletoe lectin, recently has
been shown to be a pattern recognition receptor ligand and
hence is binding to an important class of pathogen-sensing
receptors. Pattern recognition receptor ligands are potent
activators of dendritic cells. This activation is a prerequisite for a full-blown T-cell response against cancer
cells. Pattern recognition receptor ligands are increasingly
recognized as important players in cancer immunotherapy.
We collect evidence from case studies on spontaneous
regression, from epidemiology, from experiments in a
mouse cancer model, and from protein structure comparisons to argue that a combination of mistletoe therapy with
other pattern recognition receptor ligand substances leads
to an increased immune stimulatory effect. We show that
mistletoe lectin is a plant protein of bacterial origin with a
3D structure very similar to shiga toxin from Shigella
dysenteriae, which explains the remarkable immunogenicity
of mistletoe lectin. Secondly, we show that a combination
of pattern recognition receptor ligands applied metronomically in a cancer mouse model leads to complete remission, while single pattern recognition receptor ligands
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slowed tumor growth. Taken together, we propose to
combine mistletoe drugs with other pattern recognition
receptor ligand drugs to increase its efficacy in adjuvant or
even primary cancer therapy.
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Introduction
Spontaneous regressions and remissions
Spontaneous regressions and remissions in cancer are still
regarded as a conundrum. However, by exhaustive scanning of case studies, we could show that many, if not a
majority of spontaneous remissions, were preceded by an
acute feverish infection [1]. In a syngeneic pancreatic
carcinoma mouse model, we could confirm that a single
intra-tumoral injection of live Streptococcus pyogenes can
result in complete tumor regression [2].
Spontaneous regressions in cancer are regarded as a rare
phenomenon in case of larger tumors; yet, they occur in up
to 20 % of small breast cancer nodules [3]. If the link in
time between acute infect and regressions was not only
coincidental but causal, it should also precipitate as protection, such that a personal history of infections should
reduce the likelihood to develop cancer later. Subsequently, indeed, we found more than 30 studies which, as
an ensemble, appear to confirm this prediction (Table 1).
It should be emphasized that these were acute, fully
cleared infections, in contrast to chronic viral and bacterial
infections, which are causally related with up to 20 % of all
cancers [49].
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Table 1 Anti-correlation between acute, cured infections, and the likelihood to develop cancer
Observation

Effect

Year of
publication

Pathogen

References

Lower risk of cancer in syphilitic prostitutes

Prophylactic

1725

Treponema pallidum

[4]

Collection of 302 cases of spontaneous regression (44 complete
remissions), 27/302 cases accompanied by infection (9 %), 69
cases where ‘‘incomplete operation (was) often accompanied by
postoperative fever’’ (28 %)

Therapeutic

1918

Diverse

[5]

Low risk of cancer in tuberculosis patients

Prophylactic

1929

Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

[6]

Lower risk of cancer in malaria patients

Prophylactic

1929

Plasmodium falc.,
malariae, vivax

[7, 8]

Of 300 cancer patients, 113 had no febrile infectious childhood
diseases (FICD), while in 300 controls, 16 lacked FICD

Prophylactic

1934

Diverse

[9]

Fewer childhood diseases, higher cancer risk in adults

Prophylactic

1936

Diverse

[10]

In a cohort of 300 cases of childhood leukemia, 26 spontaneous
remissions were observed. 21/26 (80 %) were accompanied by
infection

Therapeutic

1951

Diverse

[11]

Less benign ovary cysts in patients with childhood mumps

Prophylactic

1960

Paramyxovirus
parotitis

[12]

‘‘…according to the Cancer Centre in Sao Paulo (Brazil), among
tens of thousands of cancer patients, only two gave a positive
Machado reaction (indicating chronic or recovered trypanosoma
infection), whereas among the remaining population, the number
suffering from this infection varies from 10 to 20 percent.’’,
anecdotal remark

Prophylactic

1963

Trypanosoma cruzi

[13]

Lower cancer mortality in 5,460 survivors of typhoid fever
Fewer physician visits, secondary illnesses, and hospital referrals
in 150 controls versus 150 cancer patients

Prophylactic
Prophylactic

1970
1970

Salmonella typhi
Diverse

Ref. 58 in [14]
[15]

In 62/224 cases of spontaneous regression (28 %), either an
infection or a persistent temperature elevation was observed
prior to regression

Therapeutic

1971

Diverse

[16]

Occasional remissions in Hodgkin’s lymphoma after measles
attack

Therapeutic

1971

Morbillivirus

[17]

Patients developing empyema after lung cancer surgery have
improved 5-year survival (50 % (n = 18) vs. 22 % (n = 411))

Therapeutic

1972

Diverse

[18]

Lower incidence of mumps, measles, rubella in 300 patients with
cancer of the ovary compared to control group

Prophylactic

1977

MMR viruses

[19]

Lower incidence of mumps in patients with cancer of the ovary
compared to control group

Prophylactic

1979

Paramyxovirus
parotitis

[20, 21]

Increased cancer risk with an odds ratio of 2.6 for missing history
of infectious organ diseases, 5.7 for missing history of common
colds, and 15.1 for missing history of fever

Prophylactic

1983

Diverse

[22]

Out of 353 individuals with a negative history of measles, 21
developed cancer versus 1 case in 230 controls with a positive
history of measles (p 0.001)

Prophylactic

1985

Diverse

[23]

Much lower cancer rate in wool and hemp factories; wool or hemp
dust can carry bacterial endotoxins.

Prophylactic

1985

Diverse

[24]

Lower frequency of infections in the first year of life for children
with leukemia

Prophylactic

1986

Diverse

[25]

Lower cancer incidence after Herpes infections

Prophylactic

1987

Herpes simplex

[26]

Posttransfusional hepatitis in patients with acute myelogenous
leukemia doubles survival rate

Therapeutic

1982, 1992

Hepatitis viruses

[27, 28]

A history of common colds or gastroenteric influenza was found to
be associated with a decreased cancer risk (odds ratio 0.18 and
0.23 vs. population and hospital controls, resp.)

Prophylactic

1991

Common cold
viruses

[29]
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Table 1 continued
Observation

Effect

Year of
publication

Pathogen

References

Inverse correlation between number of infections and mortality
from tumors in Italy in the period 1890–1960: each 2 %
reduction in number of infectious diseases was followed by a
2 % increase in tumors about 10 years later

Prophylactic

1998

Diverse

[30]

Inverse association between number of carcinoma (but not breast
cancer) and febrile infectious childhood diseases (FICD);
association stronger for higher numbers of FICD and childhood
in pre-antibiotic times; strongest protection by rubella (379
cancer cases vs. 379 office matched controls)

Prophylactic

1998

Diverse

[31]

Sixty-eight well-documented cases of spontaneous regression from
melanoma, preceded in 21 (31 %) cases by a febrile infection

Therapeutic

1998

Streptococcus
pyogenes

[32]

Statistically significant inverse association between a reported
history of infections and glioma, meningioma (RR = 0.72, ageand gender-matched population control of 1,509 cases)

Prophylactic

1999

Diverse

[33]

Inverse correlation between melanoma risk and number of
recorded infections on one hand and between melanoma risk and
fever height on the other hand, leading to a combined reduction
of melanoma risk of about 40 % for people with a history of
three or more infections with high fever above 38.5 C (age- and
gender-matched population control)

Prophylactic

1999

Diverse

[34]

More than twofold higher incidence of cancer in Europe, GUS,
and US compared to Africa and Asia of 381 versus 156 (ten most
prominent cancer forms, age-standardized rate per 100,000
population; in Africa and Asia, a significant higher rate of
infections is assumed here

Prophylactic

2003

Diverse

[35]

Prior immunization of melanoma patients with vaccinia or BCG is
associated with better survival (age-matched controls)

Prophylactic

2005

Vaccinia, BCG
vaccine

[36]

Dairy farmers, but not crop and orchard farmers, report one-third
less cancers than the average population; protection diminishes
over time after exposure is removed; dust in cattle houses can
carry bacterial endotoxins which frequently lead to unspecific
‘‘day fever’’

Prophylactic

2005

Diverse

[37]

The 10-year survival for patients with osteosarcoma with infection
within 1 year after surgery (n = 41) was 84.5 % compared to
62.3 % in the non-infected group (n = 371)

Therapeutic

2007

Diverse

[38]

After allogeneic stem cell transplantation, patients who had a
febrile infection (FI) before posttransplant day 21 (FI group) had
a lower probability of leukemic relapse (p \ 0.001) and a higher
relapse-free survival rate (p = 0.012) than those patients who
did not have a FI before posttransplant day 21 (non-FI group)

2008

[39]

Fourfold higher risk for Hodgkin lymphoma if tonsils are removed
at age \15 years

Prophylactic

2010

Diverse

[40]

Reduced ALL (acute lymphoblastic leukemia) risk in kindergarten
children (frequent mutual infectious contaminations presumed)
(OR 0.8) or children with repeated common infections (OR 0.7)

Prophylactic

2010

Diverse

[41]

Reduced risk for ALL in children visiting kindergarten

Prophylactic

2010, 2011

Diverse

[42, 43]

Reduced HL risk (Hodgkin lymphoma, 128 cases aged 5–14) and
NHL (non-Hodgkin lymphoma, 164 cases aged 2–15 years)
versus 1,312 controls. HL ? kindergarten: OR 0.5;
HL ? common infections ? non-breast-feeding: OR 0.3;
NHL ? birth order 3: OR 0.7; NHL ? prolonged breastfeeding: OR 0.5; NHL ? frequent farm visits in early life:
OR 0.5; NHL ? asthma: OR 0.6

Prophylactic

2011

Diverse

[44]

Two publications were found, which could not confirm inverse association between infection and cancer [45, 46], one, in a low impact journal
not listed in PubMed [47], reported an increased risk with mumps and whooping cough. All three publications are based on less than 200 cases. In
one study, an inverse correlation between childhood mumps and ovary cancer could not be confirmed [48]
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Coley’s cancer treatment using bacterial extracts
On a related line of evidence, it should be remembered that
Coley and contemporaries, between 1895 and 1936, by
injecting fever-inducing bacterial extracts prepared from
S. pyogenes and Serratia marcescens (‘‘Coley’s toxin’’),
‘‘documented cases of the long-term survival of individuals
with malignancies that remain a major challenge to treat
now’’ [50] (see [51] for an impressive example reported
1928, to be downloaded from http://bioinfo.tg.fh-giessen.de/
pamp-cancer/christian-1928-amjdsurg-coley.pdf). Coley
used to increase the dosage of his extract on a per patient
basis until a body temperature of 39 C or above could be
achieved [52]. He used a metronomic therapy regimen with
1–3 injections per week over month, thus stimulating the
innate immune system again and again, with longer treatment resulting in better outcome.
As a biological mechanism underlying these three phenomena (spontaneous regression, epidemiological protection, and Coley’s experiments), we suggested the unspecific
activation of dendritic cells (DC) by pattern recognition
receptor ligands (PRRL), for instance Toll-like receptor
(TLR) ligands [53]. In this sense, ‘‘Coley’s toxin’’ might be
regarded as a PRRL mix.
PRRL drugs as potential substitutes for a proliferative
infection
Pattern recognition receptor ligands act as mandatory costimulatory signals in DC activation and are the most
potent activators of DC. DC activation, in turn, is needed
for a full-blown T-cell response against cancer cells.
Cancer tissues do not provide PRRL. DC activation by
PRRL in infected cancer patients presumably extends to
DC signalling both pathogen antigens and tumor antigens
[53], leading to clonal expansion, maturation, and activation of both pathogen-specific and tumor cell-specific
T-cell clones. We have outlined the immunological
explanation in more detail in [54]. The repeated application
of PRRL containing drugs, just like the repeated application of bacterial extracts, might serve as a substitute
infection.
Immune-stimulating effects of mistletoe lectin
and PRRL are similar
Mistletoe extract (ME) is manufactured from the European
mistletoe Viscum album and available as pharmaceutical
preparation under various brands including Helixor, Iscador, and Abnoba. ME therapy is an adjuvant treatment
applied to thousands of cancer patients each year in Europe
[55]. Immune-stimulating effects of ME depend largely on
mistletoe lectin-1 (ML) [56]. Physicians often report better
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well-being and occasional remissions or disease stabilisations. Meta-analyses show small benefits of ME regarding
survival [57] and clear benefits with respect to quality of
life [58, 59]. Occasional cures have been reported after
very long repeated application in otherwise therapy naive
patients [60, 61].
Several immune-stimulating effects of ME or ML have
been observed. In vitro effects include increased cytokine
expression (IL-1b, IL-5, IL-6, TNF-alpha, and GM-CSF),
higher phagocytic uptake by macrophages, increased NKcell and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) activity [62].
In vivo effects include increased counts of CD4 cells [63],
of DC infiltrating the primary tumor [64], of tumor antigenspecific CD8?-T cells, of NK- and gamma-delta-T cells
[65].
Recently, it has been shown that the Korean variant of
mistletoe lectin (KMLC) is a TLR-4 ligand [66]. KMLC
and European ML have a sequence identity of 84 % and
thus the same 3D structures [67], so European ML presumably is a TLR-4 ligand as well.
The most prominent TLR-4-binding molecule is lipopolysaccharide (LPS). At first sight, it seems puzzling that
KMLC shares binding to TLR-4 with LPS, which has a
completely different molecular weight and 3D structure.
However, LPS binds not directly to TLR-4 but its binding
is mediated through scaffold proteins, including LPSbinding protein (LBP), CD14 and MD-2 [68]. Thus, mistletoe lectin binding to TLR-4 might as well be mediated
by respective scaffold proteins. Several cytokines, including IL-1, IL-6, IL-12, TNF-alpha, and GM-CSF, show
elevated levels both upon PRRL application [69] and ML
application [68]; both KMLC [62] and LPS [70] increase
the production of IL-1 and IL-6 in antigen-presenting cells.
In this study, we elucidated the remarkable immunogenicity of ML and set out to substantiate our hypothesis that
the application of a combination of PRRL has unleveraged
therapeutic potential.

Materials and methods
Bioinformatics
Sequence database searches were performed using Blast.
Alignment, 3D overlay and rendering of mistletoe lectin-1
(PDB-ID 1SZ6-A) and shiga toxin (PDB-ID 1R4P-A) were
done using PyMol.
Mouse experiments
Panc02 pancreatic tumor cells were injected s.c. (1 9 106)
in C57BL/6J mice, leading to surface lesions of about
50 mm2 after 7 days. PRRL (n = 5) or saline solution
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(control, n = 8) were injected s.c. (in 50 ll) 10 times over
21 days in regular intervals. Tumor size was measured at
each injection day. PRRL applied were flagellin (Sigma,
25 lg/kg BW) targeting TLR-5, LPS (2 mg/kg BW) targeting TLR-4, MDP (100 lg/kg BW) targeting NOD-2,
Resiquimod (60 lg/kg BW) targeting TLR-7/8 or a combination of LPS, Resiquimod and MDP. All chemicals
were purchased from Enzo, Lörrach, Germany. Mice were
killed at day 31 and residual tumor volume compared.
Content of myeloid suppressor cells (MDSC) in spleen
were analyzed by flow cytometry.
Body temperature was monitored wireless by subcutaneously implanted sensors (Respironics, PDT-4000
E-mitter).

Results
Mistletoe lectin chain A shares a striking structural
similarity with shiga toxin chain A
The remarkable immunogenicity of ML, a protein produced by a plant, so far is unexplained. ML is classified as
a protein with rRNA N-glycosylase activity, thus inhibiting
ribosomes leading to mild ML cytotoxic activity in vitro.
ML has two domains, the A-chain carrying the enzymatic
site and the B-chain acting as cellular-binding domain. The
closest related structure is ricin, with 49 % sequence
identity, the same EAAR motif at the active site (catalytic
residues E, R), similar length of both A- and B-chains, and
a very similar 3D structure extending over both chains.
Ricin is produced by the castor bean and exhibits a much
stronger cytotoxicity than ML. While ricin does not bind to
CD75s-ganglioside-linked cell surface receptors, a recombinant ML does [71]. Hence, the different toxicities might
be attributed to different cell-type binding preferences or
affinities of the B-chains.
Apart from the obvious relationship with ricin, we
noticed that shiga toxin, a bacterial protein, has a sequence
identity with ML at the borderline of significance (25 %
sequence identity over 263 residues alignment length and
Blast e value 0.00026). At this low sequence identity,
indicating considerable evolutionary divergence, one
would expect quite dissimilar functions and 3D structures.
To our surprise, both ML (PDB-Id 1SZ6 chain A) and
ricin A-chains turned out to be structurally related to shiga
toxin type-2 (PDB-Id 1R4P chain A). Shiga toxin is produced by Shigella dysenteriae and enterohemorrhagic
E. coli (EHEC) and is, like ricin, a strong cytotoxin.
Structural overlay of ML and shiga toxin showed that
secondary structure elements are in striking spacial match
(see Fig. 1): root mean square deviation (RSMD) is 2.1
over 240 residues. This almost perfect structural identity
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therefore implies a common evolutionary origin [72]. Both
proteins share the same enzymatic activity and a conserved
4-amino acid active site motif (ML: EAAR, shiga toxin:
EALR). Thus, ML might be considered in vaccination
strategies against EHEC infections.
A lookup in the CATH database of related structures
[73] revealed that structural motifs similar to parts of ML
chain A (CATH IDs 3.40.420.10 and 4.10.470.10) can be
found in some other bacteria including particular strains of
E. coli and Streptomyces, but also in enterobacterial phages, and in a range of plants besides mistletoe.
Presumably, mistletoe, castor bean, and some other
plants have captured bacterial ribosome inhibitors by horizontal gene transfer. The function of a toxin such as ML in
plants might be the rebuff of herbivores. The evolutionary
provenance of ML from bacteria can explain why human
Toll-like receptors, otherwise preferentially binding pathogenic substances, could be targeted by ME. Mistletoe
plant has strong immune stimulatory capacity because it
produces a bacterial toxin.
PRRL should be applied in combination
To resemble a proliferative infection and according to the
lessons to be learned from Coley’s experiments, from case
observations on spontaneous regressions [1] and epidemiological findings (Table 1), we have suggested to apply
PRRL (1) in immuno-competent organisms, (2) in combination to address more than one PRR, (3) over a longer
fixed period (metronomic treatment regimen), and (4)
under appreciation of fever [53, 74]. To the best of our
knowledge, this paradigm has not been tested before.
Hence, we challenged C57BL6J mice with Panc02
autologous pancreatic tumor cells and applied single and
multiple PRRL 10 times over 3 weeks. While individual
PRRL slowed tumor growth, only the combination induced
complete remission in 4/5 mice. The tumor of the fifth
mouse in the combi group, which was the largest in the mix
group at treatment start, stopped tumor growth at day 14.
The tumor size difference between control and mix at day
31 is significant at the 1 % level (t-Test, p = 0.0068) (see
Fig. 2). The content of myeloid-derived suppressor cells
(MDSC) in spleen, a heterogeneous population of cells
expanding during cancer development with the ability to
suppress T-cell responses [75], was reduced by all PRRL
between twofold (MDP) to sixfold (Resiquimod, LPS),
indicating counterbalanced immune suppression upon
PRRL application.
Mice have limited capabilities to raise their body temperature. Still, a PRRL such as LPS can raise the body
temperature of mice by about 1 C (measured by subcutaneous wireless sensor, averaged over 24 h, data not
shown).
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Fig. 1 Structural identity of mistletoe lectin-1 (blue) and shiga toxin (orange) shown in 3 orientations. RMSD = 2.1 along residues 1–240

Discussion
Mistletoe therapy might be augmented by PRRL
Besides Coley’s seminal treatments for cancer patients
with bacterial extracts of S. pyogenes and S. marcescens
about a century ago, the application of pathogens in cancer
therapy has a long history [76]. A clinical success is the
administration of Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG)
immunotherapy as treatment standard for non-muscle
invasive bladder cancer [77]. Repeated instillations with
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live BCG are necessary for a robust immune response.
Some facultative anaerobic bacteria like Bifidobacterium
bifidum [78], Clostridium novyi, and Salmonella typhimurium are known to home preferentially into solid tumors
after systemic application, perhaps favouring hypoxic
tumor environments. Hoffman et al. used a genetically
modified strain of live S. typhimurium to treat prostate [79],
breast [80], pancreatic [81], spinal chord [82], lung [83],
and glioma [84] tumors in orthotopic or syngeneic mouse
models and achieved some impressive remission rates. The
authors suggest direct tumor killing effects; however,
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Fig. 2 C57BL/6J mice (n = 5)
were challenged with
autologous Panc02 tumor cells
at day 0. PRRL treatment
started at day 7 and was
repeated 109 until day 28. PRR
targeted were TLR-4 (LPS),
TLR-5 (Flagellin), TLR-7/8
(Resiquimod), NOD2 (MDP).
Mix contained LPS,
Resiquimod, and MDP. Error
bars are SEM. Tumor size
difference between mix and
control at day 31 is significant
(t-Test, p = 0.0068)

metronomic treatment was more effective and better tolerated compared to bolus or few applications [84], and
complete cure can be observed despite a residual welloxygenated tumor rim after treatment [85]. So innate
immune stimulation of an existing T-cell response as
suggested here could be an alternative explanation at least
in the immunocompetent mouse models.
The approval of live or even killed bacterial drugs
nowadays faces severe obstacles due to batch-to-batch
variability during production and the general lack of
structure–function relationship data, which are usually
requested by the authorities. Thus, drugs resembling a
proliferative infection, where clear structure–function
relationships can be established, are preferable compared to
bacterial extracts. We suggest that PRRL combinations
could serve as substitute infection. Different combinations
of PRRL could be compared and optimized for effectivity.
Several PRRL were tested in clinical trials, mainly as
adjuvants, to this end with uncertain benefits [86–88]. In
these trials, PRRL are applied as single substances, in
immunocompromised patients with a record of chemotherapy or radiation, a few times, with fever treated as toxic
side effect. Previously, we have suggested to change PRRL
therapy regimen and rather apply PRRL in immunocompetent cancer patients, in a metronomic fashion over
several weeks, under the appreciation of periods of short
(1-day) fever and in combination [53, 74].
Our preliminary results show (1) that single PRRL
applied metronomically can slow tumor progression, (2)
PRRL in combination and applied multiple times over
3 weeks can induce complete remissions, and (3) the count
of MDSC was reduced 2- to 6-fold after PRRL application.
While it is known that chronic CpG application in
tumor-free hosts can lead to expansion of MDSC and
T-cell suppression, the therapeutic application of CpG in
tumor-bearing mice decreased MDSC and blocked suppressive activity on T-cell proliferation [89]. We confirmed

a similar decrease on MDSC count after PRRL application,
likely leading to a similar lift of T-cell suppression.
Protein PRRL like flagellin or ML are expected to
induce neutralizing antibodies after repeated application.
Yet, immune stimulatory effects of ME can be found in
patients after repeated application despite ML serum antibody titers. Innate immune responses can occur within
minutes, so innate responses are likely triggered before any
neutralization takes place, in particular upon s.c. or intratumoral or peri-tumoral application. For i.v. application,
nonprotein PRRL might be preferable.
Mistletoe extract, in particular at higher dosages and at
the beginning of treatment, often leads to fever. Clinicians
with long experience in mistletoe therapy try to adjust a
fever-inducing dosage on a per patient basis. ME-induced
fever usually rises and declines within 1 day and lacks
potential severe side effects of fever induced by a proliferative infection. Mistletoe therapy often is applied over
longer periods. Thus, our suggestions to apply PRRL in a
metronomic fashion and not suppressing fever are already
implemented by present-day ME therapy regimen, since
the main actor in ME, mistletoe lectin, is a PRRL of bacterial origin. To improve the outcome of mistletoe therapy,
we suggest to combine ML with other PRRL to extend the
range of PRR addressed.
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